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Edison Chan's influence can not only lie in the clothing industry, we can not forget that he had led the so-called "shoes fashion". For
dozens of years, under the brand name Adidas, CLOT and Nike launched several joint, including a variety of value has become
extinct, called the Chinese first brand. This back to the "celebrities wear what?! "Go back to the world of Edison Chan's shoes again,
and see what he has been wearing lately? celebrities wear what?! - Edison ChanVia_edcee3000imageEdison Chan's love of shoes
is not in the form, more than just the shoes as a collection, he is very happy to wear shoes to go out and trample. Recently, we found
that he made a pair of CORTEZ shoes from NIKEiD himself from his personal Instagram, and different from the general color, using
the "X" as a blue gold color, with some blue some details. This is a way to make the color matching shoes retro fashion appearance,
there is a sense of design in 2000 or so. in fact, a little understanding of the hop Hip culture, should be aware of the significance of
CORTEZ shoes. The first appeared in 70s, designed by Nike co-founder Bill Bowerman, formerly known as Onitsuka Tiger TG-24,
Aztec (also known as the Aztec empire, ancient South American). After Onitsuka Tiger and Bowerman the agents out of the
partnership, Bowerman group founded Nike, and the pair of shoes also followed the renamed CORTEZ - inspired by the Spanish
Hernan Corté s, he is one of the destruction of Aztec Empire conqueror, meaning Tiger Aztec beat Onitsuka.
Via_edcee3000imageof course, it is still in the CORTEZ actual jogging shoes, until the end of 80s, it really blew another storm. At
that time CORTEZ had retired for many years, but for many Americans, still can not forget the popularity of this pair of shoes. This
group contains just starting from the West Coast rapper, gang people, in the collision era, they represent the streets of the rise, from
music to wear by young people to follow. And CORTEZ is so, it soon became WEASTSIDE's representative shoes, even across the
age, gender and race, said it was "the first fire in 90s," the point is not too. CORTEZ is not just a ride on the feet, the most important
is the memory of the era of the common. do you say that Edison Chan doesn't know about this? Love hop Hip of course he knows, so
in particular chose the CORTEZ as a ID shoe. A:
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